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What’s new in Radar 9.2

This new version contains more than 40 bug fixes and about 25 new features, the main are:

- Automatic backup within Radar

- Automatic cases database repairing within Radar

- Other cases problems solved

- Printing above / below in Analysis

- Other printing problems solved

- Herscu bugs fixed

- New look for the old windows

- In analysis right click on remedies to search in Eh go directly to EH

- In analysis right click on remedies allows to search in EH this remedy in the cases

- When recalling a case, it is now possible to add it to the current case.

- From search and comparative extraction, can limit to some type of rubrics (localisation etc…)

- In the search, it is now possible to avoid to search in the chapter “Old Symptoms”

- And many more…..

Here is the detail list of modifications:

Backup function

New: The user is invited to do a backup when he quits Radar, with reminders every x
days (some predefined values + the user can type the desired value). This function 
automatically starts Repertory Utilities program on the backup selection window.

New: The backup function allows now to backup the Bin folder (reputil).
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Herscu Module

BugFix (1678): Herscu: when deleting a segment in the Herscu module, garbage is displayed 
instead of symptom list.

BugFix (1645): Herscu: when switching between analysis and multi clipboard, then return to the 
circle, some buttons and scroll bars stay on top of the image.

BugFix (1439): Herscu: drops empty clipboards when moving SPT from one CB to another (take 
SPT in CB 1 to 5 / open Herscu Fundamental Segments: all CB are present / open F7 window / 
cut/paste SPT from CB3 into CB2 / open Herscu Fundamental Segments: only CB1 and CB2 are 
displayed though other CB contain SPT).

BugFix (1735): Herscu: In the multi clipboard window, the computer crashes if you right click or 
double left click the mouse 

BugFix (1733): Herscu: When selecting symptoms with F3 (find from current) the symptom was 
not added in the segment.

BugFix (1507): Herscu: In Russian, crashes when  you start typing in the Herscu Fund. Segm. 
Circ. window.

BugFix: Herscu: If you close Herscu when the find symptom window is open, then close the find 
symptom window, it crashes.

F7/F8 Analysis

New: In analysis, when clicking right on a remedy, a degree or a symptom and choose “search this 
in EH”, it goes directly to EH and makes the search (instead of displaying the selection window 
first) – Available also in the Jeremy Sherr Wizard (in the remedies list)

New: In analysis, when clicking right on a remedy, a new option allows to search this remedy in the 
Cases in EH.

New: When the analysis is displayed, the menu “Copy” is now changed to “Copy analysis grid” to 
make this great feature more visible
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BugFix: Double click on remedy in analysis (to open the family selection window) has been 
reactivated.

BugFix (1643): The resulting analysis has changed as have the number of remedies in each rubric 
after copy/paste a symptom from a a CB to another.

BugFix (1276): If you export an analysis and move the mouse outside the save as window, Radar 
closes immediately.

BugFix (1336): In Analysis “Multiple bar by strategy”, when the tooltip with the analysis name was 
displayed, the window was flashing and sometimes gives a GPF in comctl.dll.

BugFix (1267): When exporting an analysis in RTF to an existing file, Radar closes 
imediately without warning.

BugFix (1462): When no repertory is open and you click on a clipboard, the analysis 
opens anyway (with problems and crashes).

BugFix (1745): Switching to the view Pioniere bis 1843 (Hahnemann) in the 
Investigation window gives 0 remedies with some symptoms.

BugFix (1264): Cannot change view in F8 screen when using Dutch language.
BugFix (1279): In some circumstances, the remedy nat-c was not in the analysis under 

Quantum view.
BugFix: In the analysis, when choosing “Make this analysis in EH”, it switched to EH, made the 

analysis and then returned to Radar, now it stays correctly in EH.

Print

New: Print analysis: Above / Below printing is now available
BugFix (1737): All windows without any specific print engine (Herscu etc…) can be printed with 

the “Print Current Window” as in Radar 8..
BugFix (1775): The keynotes title is printed now (as in Radar 8).
BugFix (1776): Printing Comparative Extraction was ALWAYS in national language
BugFix (1777): Printing Investigation window: small remedies and small rubrics is not printed (title)

Cases

New (Cases): To do an “Advanced repair” for cases, the index files are not necessary. A 
normal rebuild index is not necessary before the “Advanced repair”.

New (Cases): If Radar finds a problem while recalling a case, a message is displayed 
and instead of inviting the user to repair it with reputil, Radar repairs it itself (after 
user confirmation).

New (Radarini): When the rebuild of a table does not work (looping), can change in 
Radar.ini the value “ExtendSize=4096” to solve the problem.

New (Cases): New procedure to translate cases databases from Version 8 and 9 to 9.1
New (Cases): New procedure to repair the cases databases.
New (Cases): All temporary and reports when repairing cases are now stored in the 

cases folder.
New: When recalling a case, if the user chooses to “not overwrite the current clipboards”, Radar 

asks if he wants to recall the symptoms in the original clipboards or add them to the first available 
clipboard.

BugFix (Cases): When using the “Advanced repair” for cases, some cases were empty 
after the operation.

BugFix (1515): GPF in HrsDll2.DLL when opening several cases catalogues one after the 
other and recalling cases from these catalogues
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BugFix: GPF when recalling a case with a double click in the list of cases
BugFix (1493): The button “Cancel” in the progression dialogue when converting cases 

has been removed.
BugFix (1674): Cases are now imported / exported in the folder \radar\cases (before it 

was in the bin folder).
BugFix (797): SOS case was not saved.
BugFix (Cases): When cases were translated for version 9.1, sometimes a lot of symptoms were 

missing after the translation.

Repertory Editor

BugFix (1747): When adding a rubric at the same level, the new rubric is sometimes added in 
another place.

VES

BugFix (1494): After VES, F8 still goes to VES instead of normal analysis..
BugFix (1728): Radar crashes when printing remedies Window in VES.
BugFix (1724): VES Explain Facility window cannot be printed.

Search (F4)

New: In the search (F4) and in the comparative extraction (F5), the user can choose to see in the 
result only some type of symptoms (localities, sensations etc…). Attention, this works only 
with repertories with markerd symptoms (Synthesis 9.1, Boenninghausen 3.0). The 
symptoms without any markers are always displayed.

New: The search (F4) is now limited to normal chapters; this means that the results from the 
chapter “Old Symptoms” are not displayed anymore.

New: When making a search in F4, the progression bar isn’t flashing anymore.
New: In The search (F4) the user has the possibility to choose to search in old symptoms or not. 

This option is saved in the Radar.ini (System Section / SearchOldSymptom=0 or 1).
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BugFix (1251): In the F4 window, pressing Backspace deleted the entire word.
BugFix (1642): Since the first edition of V.9 there is a Bug after "Komplexe Suche (F4). If you will 

search with ALT - F (Anfrage - the letter f is underline) then the window "Fenster" open and not 
the window for the new "Komplexe Suche (F4). (German version).

Comparative Extractions (F5)

New: In the search (F4) and in the comparative extraction (F5), the user can choose to see in the 
result only some type of symptoms (localities, sensations etc…). Attention, this works only 
with repertories with markerd symptoms (Synthesis 9.1, Boenninghausen 3.0). The 
symptoms without any markers are always displayed.

BugFix (1759): Radar crashes when trying to export the result of a Comparative Extraction.
BugFix (1769): Print comparative extraction: if authors are displayed, they are also 

printed.
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Families

New: In the Repertory of Families 2.1 in English, if the languages are switched (F12), the user can 
type ?snakes to find the family on the natural language (instead of scientific).

Keynotes

New (1481): The size and position of the Keynotes window is saved and recalled .
BugFix (1411): In German: Open Keynote + Alt D it doesn't work.

Repertory

BugFix (1671): When displaying the Synthesis 9.1 German-English repertory window in 
English only, the symptoms of the chapter "Alte Symptome" do not appear because 
they are not translated. Scrolling in this empty rep window makes Radar crash.

Miasmatic Analysis

BugFix (internal): The Miasmatic analysis was accessible (via the options) even when 
the user had no access to it.

Installation

New (Install): For new installation, the authors with a note are not displayed in bold 
anymore.

General

New: The look of the windows and dialogues has been reviewed (lighter characters are 
now used). This can be changed with the parameter: LookLight=0 in the Radar.ini 
file

New: Ready to work in Japanese and Chinese.
BugFix: Some messages have been corrected in Dutch, Spanish, French, English.

Boenninghausen

New: Boenninghausen: When quitting the wizard, the clipboard names are now reinitialized with 
the default values of Radar (not the one of the Wizard).

Other Wizards

New: Ewald Stöteler Wizard available
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Jeremy Sherr Wizard

BugFix: When importing the same consultation twice from the case taker with the same words, the 
symptom list becomes empty in the Wizard.

BugFix: JCC Wizard: the files are now stored in \radar\cases
BugFix: JCC Wizard: crashes when opening the wizard.
BugFix: JCC Wizard: when clicking on Analysis, the data is automatically saved.


